PARLAMONDO - Instruction Manual

3) Start to play! How to use the dashboard

Touch the "welcome" character with your talking-pen, listen to the message
and follow the istruction given. Select language and topic from the menu on
the world-globe.
With your talking-pen select one of the four games on the dashboard.
For games 3 and 4, select if you want to play alone or challenge another
player as well.
Touch "go" when the second player needs to start playing.

‘

Game 1: guess the country
Game 2: guess the country - level 2 (difficult)
Game 3: Countdown
Game 4: Countdown level 2 (difficult)
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1) Get familiar with your talking pen
4 short menus
(concise recorded
information)
- Country name
- Population
- Capital
- Language

ON/OFF
VOLUME

Just press the 'ON' button for a few seconds to turn the pen on.
When the light turns blue, you are ready to go.
If the light turns red, you need to charge the pen battery. Just connect the pen to a USB
port on your computer or the included USB wall charger.
When the red light goes off the Pen is fully charged and ready for use
To regulate the volume, use the + and - button. To turn the pen off, press the 'ON'
button for a few seconds. If you want to take a break without turning the Pen off, just
press the 'ON' button once to pause it, and once again to restart it.

2) Get familiar with your Parlamondo
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2) Do the same thing on the Topic Menu, when choosing one
of eight topics. Now the adventure begins!
3) Touch the country on geographical area you are interested
in with the tip of the pen.
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The smallest countries have a red dot near them. Just touch
the red dot with the tip of your Pen.
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1) Place the pen on your language of choice and wait for an
answer.
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Choice of 6 languages
(interchangeable at any time)
- Italian
- English/American
- English/British
- German
- French
- Spanish
- Portuguese

4) You can change the language or topic whenever you want
by moving the tip of the pen.
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4 menus with
detailed information
- Physical geography
- Political geography
- Important facts
- Interesting facts

AMERICAN/
ENGLISH

Select language and topic from the menu on
the world-globe and touch the country to
begin. You can change the language any time
you want.

Parlamondo is full of information about the Oceans and Seas:
just touch the body of water you are interested in learning
about with the tip of your pen.

